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                   JUDGMENT.

1. This  is  a  case  instituted  under  section  138  of  the  Negotiable 

Instrument Act, 1881(hereinafter called as N.I. Act) alleging therein that 

the accused Shri Siddhartha Ghosh had issued a cheque in favour of the 

complainant, which was dishonoured by the drawee bank.

2. The brief facts giving rise to the institution of this complaint case 

by the complainant, Sri Ram Pratap Nayak  (hereinafter referred to as 

the  complainant)  is  that  the  accused,  Shri  Siddhartha  Ghosh 

(hereinafter referred to as the accused), is a businessman by profession 

dealing in J.J.S. Trading. The accused approached the complainant for a 

financial  assistance to meet his  urgent business requirement and the 

complainant  had  given  an  amount  of  Rs.4,50,000/-  as  loan  to  the 

accused  vide  agreement  dated  25/12/2014.   The  accused  issued  a 

cheque bearing  number 062696   dated 27.11.2015 in favour of the 

complainant in discharge of his liability. The cheque was deposited for 

encashment  but  was  dishonoured  by  the  bank.  Thereafter  the  legal 

demand notice was issued to the accused.

3. The  accused  was  called  upon  to  enter  trial  and  upon  his 

appearance on receiving the summon, the particulars of offence under 

section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act,1881 was explained to 

him to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. Complainant  side  examined  one  witness  and  also  exhibited 

documents. Then examination of accused was recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

Defence adduced two witnesses.

5. The defence plea as revealed from the D.W. evidences is that the 

instant cheque was given to the complainant as security against which 
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he  was  supposed  to  give  Rs.50,000/-  as  financial  assistance  to  the 

accused but the complainant never gave him the said amount. Also the 

complainant did not return back his security cheque. 

 

6. I heard argument for both sides.

7. Upon hearing and on perusal  of  the record I  have framed the 

following  points for  determination in  order  to  arrive  at  a definite 

finding as regards the dispute in this case :-

i)  Whether  the  accused  issued the  cheque no.062696 dated 

27.11.2015 in favour of the complainant for the discharge of 

any legally enforceable debt or liability?

ii) Whether the cheque was dishonoured for insufficient funds 

in the account of the accused?

iii) Whether the accused received the demand notice issued by 

the complainant regarding the dishonour of the cheque?

iv) Whether the accused has failed to repay the cheque amount 

to  the  complainant  within  stipulated  period  and  thereby 

committed  the  offence  under  section  138  of  the  Negotiable 

Instruments Act, 1881?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THERE OF:-

Point For Determination No.(i):   Whether the accused issued 

the  cheque  no.062696  dated  27.11.2015  in  favour  of  the 

complainant for the discharge of  any legally enforceable debt 

or liability?
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  8.      The complainant has alleged that the accused had issued the 

cheque-in-question  for  the  discharge  of  legally  enforceable  liability; 

whereas the accused has contended that the instant cheque was issued as 

security for receiving certain amount from the complainant but the said 

amount  against  which  the  instant  cheque  was  issued  as  security  was 

never given to the accused.

9.      P.W.1, Sri Ram Pratap Nayak has deposed that the accused is a 

businessman by profession under the name and style J.J.S. Trading. The 

accused  approached  the  complainant  for  a  personal  loan  to  meet  his 

business  requirement  and  accordingly  the  complainant  gave  the  said 

amount  as  loan to  the  accused  as  per  the  deed  of  agreement  dated 

25.12.2014. The said deed of agreement is produced and exhibited as 

Exbt-1.  Thereafter  the  accused in  discharged of  his  liabilities  issued  a 

cheque  bearing  number.062696    dated  27.11.2015  in  favour  of  the 

complainant. The said cheque is produced and exhibited as Exbt-2. 

10. The accused in his examination U/S313 Cr.P.C. has admitted that he 

was the proprietor of J.J.S. Trading. 

11.The accused in his evidence as D.W.1 has admitted that the signatures 

on the agreement (exhibited as Exbt-1) are his  signature.  He has also 

admitted his signature on the cheque and that the cheque was a cheque 

of  his  proprietorship  firm.   He  contended  that  he  approached  the 

complainant  for  a  financial  assistance  of  Rs.50,000/-  for  which  the 

complainant asked for a security cheque from him. He accordingly gave 

him the security cheque but the complainant did not give him any money 

and  asked  him to  come  on the  next  day.  He  then  again  went  to  the 

complainant’s place on the next day but the complainant did not give him 

any money.  He also did not return his cheque. Later he received a legal 

notice from the complainant and the instant case was filed against him. He 

contended that he gave the blank cheque to the complainant in front of Sri 

Pradip Bhattacharyaa. He admitted in his cross-examination that he has 

not lodged any case against the complainant. He admitted that he has 

received the legal demand notice from the complainant but did not reply to 
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the  same.  He  denied  to  have  received  the  alleged  amount  from  the 

complainant.

12.  The  accused contended that  Sri  Pradip  Kumar  Bhattacharyaa  was 

there   when he  issued  the  blank cheque to  the  complainant.  Said  Sri 

Pradip Kumar Bhattacharyaa deposed as D.W.2. He deposed that he was a 

witness to the agreement between the complainant and the accused. The 

accused asked for  an amount  of  Rs.50,000/-  from the complainant  for 

which the complainant asked for a security cheque from the accused and 

also for the signature of the accused on  blank papers. The stamp paper 

was  blank  when  the  same  was  executed.  A  security  cheque  was  also 

obtained from him. In his cross-examination he stated that as the accused 

was in urgent need of money hence he signed on a blank paper. He stated 

that he also put his signature on blank paper as witness. He stated that 

Amar Purbey did not sign on the agreement as a witness. He stated that 

he  does  not  know  if  the  accused  has  received  any  amount  from the 

complainant or not but the accused told him that he has not received any 

amount from the complainant. 

 13. Thus from the discussions made so far  it  becomes clear  that  the 

accused has admitted his cheque. But he denied having any transaction 

with the complainant. 

14.   On this point before going further in to the evidences on record it is  

important to note the legal position on the matter at hand. It is the   N. I. 

Act which gives presumption u/s 118(b) and 139 that the cheque so issued 

was in the discharge of debt or liability. It is a statutory presumption and 

court  is  duty  bound to  raise  it.  This  presumption  is  rebuttable  but  its 

burden is on the accused. On this point the settled legal position is that as 

burden to rebut the statutory presumption is on accused hence to rebut 

the same, the accused may rely upon the evidences placed by complainant 

also, and need not give his own evidence. That for the accused, standard 

of proof for rebuttal is preponderance of probability. The court is to see 

and consider the circumstances in which alleged transaction took place to 
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decide as whether presumption has been rebutted or not. So in the light of 

this legal position I have analysed the evidences on record. 

15. In the present case since the cheque as well as the signature has been 

accepted by the accused hence the presumption under Section 139 would 

operate. Thus, the burden is on the accused to disprove the cheque or the 

existence of  any  legally  recoverable  debt  or  liability.  To this  effect  the 

accused contended that he has issued the cheque-in-question as security 

to the complainant against which the complainant was supposed to give an 

amount of Rs.50,000/- as loan to the accused but later the said amount 

was never given to him by the complainant inspite of receiving the blank 

cheque as security from him. He has further contended that his signature 

was obtained on blank stamp paper by the complainant. His plea is also 

supported by D.W.2. However D.W.2 stated that he is not aware if  the 

accused has received the said amount from the accused or not.  However 

it  is  inconceivable  as  to  why  the  accused  put  his  signature  on  the 

agreement  or  issued  a  security  cheque  to  the  complainant  without 

receiving any amount from him.  It is also not comprehendible as to why 

the accused did not take any legal action against the complainant when he 

did not give him any money even after keeping his blank security cheque 

and his  signature on a blank stamp paper  by promising to pay him a 

certain amount. Even if the contention of the accused that the complainant 

did not pay him any money after receiving the security cheque is accepted 

then also it in inconceivable as to why the accused did not stop payment 

his cheque when the complainant did not pay him the money, which a man 

of ordinary prudence ought to have done. In addition to the above the 

accused has admitted that he has received the legal demand notice by the 

complainant but he did not send any reply to the same. It is inconceivable 

as to why the accused neither sent any reply to the complainant stating 

the actual fact nor did he take any legal action against the complainant 

even  after  receiving  the  legal  demand  notice.  Moreover  while  cross-

examining the complainant, defence did not put even a single suggestion 

stating  that  the  signature  of  the  accused  were  obtained  by  the 

complainant on bank stamp paper or that instant cheque was obtained as 

security from the accused against which the complainant promised to pay 

http://indiankanoon.org/doc/268919/
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a certain sum of amount to the accused, which he failed to pay later, which 

makes it clear that the plea taken by the accused is an afterthought story 

and as such is not believable.

16.  In M.S. Narayana Menon Vs. State of Kerala; (2006)6 SCC39, 

the Hon’ble  Apex Court  has  held  that  it  has  to  be presumed that  the 

cheque was issued for some consideration unless the existence of such 

consideration is disproved and that the initial burden of proof is on the 

accused to rebut the said presumptions by raising a probable defence.

  In  the instant  case,  from what  has been discussed so  far  it 

becomes clear that the accused, apart from mere statement has failed to 

disprove the existence of any consideration and on the other hand vide 

Exbt-2 the complainant has successfully proved the liability of the accused 

in favour of the complainant.

17.  Admittedly the cheque was a post-dated cheque which is clear from 

perusal  of  Exbt-1.  In  I.C.D.S.  Vs.  Beena  Shabeer  &Anthr; 

AIR2002SC3014 the Hon’ble Apex Court has held that:

       10. “The commencement of the Section stands with the words  

"Where any cheque" The  above noted three words are  of  excrement  

significance, in particular, by reason of the user of the word "any"--the  

first three words suggest that in fact for whatever reason if a cheque is  

drawn on an  account  maintained  by him with  a  banker  in  favour  of  

another  person  for  the  discharge  of any  debt  or  other  liability, the 

highlighted  words  if  read  with  the  first  three  words  at  the  

commencement  of  Section 138,  leave  no  manner  of  doubt  that  for  

whatever reason it may be, the liability under this provision cannot be  

avoided in the event the same stands returned by the banker unpaid. The  

legislature has been careful enough to record not only discharge in whole  

or in part of any debt but the same includes other liability as well.”

18. Thus it is seen that even as per the ratio as laid down in I.C.D.S. Vs. 

Beena Shabeer &Anthr;(supra),  even a  post  dated will  also  come 

under the purview of section 138 of the negotiable instruments act. 

javascript:fnOpenGlobalPopUp('/ba/disp.asp','25842','1');
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19. Thus, from the ratio of the aforesaid decisions discussed supra; it is 

observed that even if  a cheque is  a post dated cheque the same will 

come under the purview of the N.I.Act, provided the complainant proves 

that when the security cheques were quantified there was some legally 

enforceable  debt  on  the  part  of  the accused.  In the present  case as 

already  discussed  above,  the  accused   is  not  able  to  produce  any 

materials on record to show that he has already paid the amount to the 

complainant  which  the  complainant  is  entitled  to  receive  from  the 

accused. Hence, the complainant was well within his rights to enforce the 

security  in  respect  whereof the cheque-in-question was issued and to 

seek  to  recover  the  outstanding  debt  by  encashment  of  the  said 

cheques. 

20.  In addition to the above there is  a statutory presumption under 

section 139 of  the Negotiable Instruments  Act,  1881 in  favour  of  the 

holder of the cheque, that the cheque was issued for the discharge of 

debt. In the instant case at hand the complainant vide Exbt-2 has already 

proved the liability of the accused; as such the only presumption that can 

be drawn in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, is that the said 

cheque was issued for the discharge of legally enforceable debt.   

21. In view of the discussions made above it is held that the accused 

issued the cheque in question for the discharge of enforceable liability.

22.  DECISION: The  cheque  was issued for  the discharge of  a  legally 

enforceable debt.

Point  For  Determination  No.ii:-  Whether  the  cheque  was 

dishonoured  for  insufficient  funds  in  the  account  of  the 

accused?

23. P.W.1,  has  deposed  that  the  cheque-in-question  was  presented  for 

encashment,  but  the  same  was  dishonoured  because  of  “Exceeds 

arrangement”.  P.W.1  has  produced  the  cheque  return  memo  and  the 

same  is  marked  as  exhibit-3  which  shows  that  the  said  cheque  was 

dishonoured for “Exceeds arrangement” on 09.12.2015.
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24. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in  Laxmi Dyechem Vs State of Gujarat 

and Others; 2012(11)SCALE365,  in para 15 said “The above line of 

decisions  leaves  no  room  for  holding  that  the  two  contingencies 

envisaged under Section 138 of the Act must be interpreted strictly or 

literally. We find ourselves in respectful agreement with the decision in 

NEPC Micon Ltd.  (supra) that the expression "amount of money ....  is 

insufficient" appearing in Section 138 of the Act is a genus and dishonour 

for reasons such "as account closed", "payment stopped", "referred to the 

drawer" are only species of that genus. Just as dishonour of a cheque on 

the ground that the account has been closed is a dishonour falling in the 

first  contingency referred to in Section 138,  so also dishonour on the 

ground  that  the "signatures  do not  match"  or  that  the "image is  not 

found", which too implies that the specimen signatures do not match the 

signatures  on  the  cheque  would  constitute  a  dishonour  within  the 

meaning  of  Section  138  of  the  Act.  This  Court  has  in  the  decisions 

referred to above taken note of situations and contingencies arising out of 

deliberate acts of omission or commission on the part of the drawers of 

the cheques which would inevitably result in the dishonour of the cheque 

issued by them. For instance this Court has held that if after issue of the 

cheque  the  drawer  closes  the  account  it  must  be  presumed that  the 

amount in the account was nil hence insufficient to meet the demand of 

the cheque. A similar result can be brought about by the drawer changing 

his specimen signature given to the bank or in the case of a company by 

the  company  changing  the  mandate  of  those  authorised  to  sign  the 

cheques on its behalf. Such changes or alteration in the mandate may be 

dishonest or fraudulent and that would inevitably result in dishonour of all 

cheques signed by the previously authorised signatories. There is in our 

view no qualitative difference between a situation where the dishonour 

takes place on account of the substitution by a new set of authorised 

signatories resulting in the dishonour of the cheques already issued and 

another situation in which the drawer of the cheque changes his  own 

signatures or closes the account or issues instructions to the bank not to 

make the payment. So long as the change is brought about with a view to 

preventing the cheque being honoured the dishonour would become an 
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offence under Section 138 subject to other conditions prescribed being 

satisfied. There may indeed be situations where a mismatch between the 

signatories  on  the  cheque  drawn  by  the  drawer  and  the  specimen 

available with the bank may result in dishonour of the cheque even when 

the  drawer  never  intended  to  invite  such  a  dishonour.  We  are  also 

conscious of the fact that an authorised signatory may in the ordinary 

course of  business be replaced by a new signatory ending the earlier 

mandate to the bank. Dishonour on account of such changes that may 

occur in the course of ordinary business of a company, partnership or an 

individual  may  not  constitute  an  offence  by  itself  because  such  a 

dishonour in order to qualify for prosecution under Section 138 shall have 

to be preceded by a statutory notice where the drawer is called upon and 

has the opportunity to arrange the payment of the amount covered by 

the cheque. It is only when the drawer despite receipt of such a notice 

and  despite  the  opportunity  to  make  the  payment  within  the  time 

stipulated under the statute does not pay the amount that the dishonour 

would  be  considered  a  dishonour  constituting  an  offence,  hence 

punishable." 

               Thus, keeping in mind the ratio as laid down by the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in Laxmi Dyechem Vs State of Gujarat, supra; it can be said 

that dishonour of the cheque on ground of “Exceeds arrangement” are only 

the  species  of  the  genus  “fund  insufficient”  and  will  attract  the  penal 

consequences of Sec 138 N.I. ACT, provided the other criteria’s are fulfilled.

25. In addition to the above the section 146 of the Negotiable Instruments 

Act,1881 provides for a statutory presumption as regards the genuineness 

of the cheque return memo issued by the bank; hence it is held that the 

said cheque was dishonoured for  the reason “funds insufficient” when 

presented for encashment.

26. Decision:   The  cheque  issued  was  dishonoured  for  insufficient 

funds in the account of the accused.
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 Point For Determination No.iii:- Whether the accused received the 

demand notice issued by the complainant regarding the dishonour 

of the cheque?

27.          P.W.1, has deposed that after the dishonour of Exbt-2 demand 

notice was issued in respect of the dishonour of the said cheque, after 

the  receipt  of  the  dishonoured  cheque.  The  complainant  issued  the 

demand notice to the accused by registered post in his correct address. 

The copy of the said notice along with the postal receipt are produced 

and  marked  as  exhibit-4,5  and  6,7  respectively.  The  A/D card  is  also 

produced and exhibited as Exbt-8 and 9.

28.     I have perused the above exhibits and there is nothing on record to 

doubt or  disbelieve the genuineness of the above exhibits.  The postal 

receipts show that the notice was sent by registered post duly prepaid 

and addressed to the accused. 

29.  The perusal of the exhibit-4 and 5 shows that it  is a demand notice 

whereby  the  factum of  dishonour  of  the  cheque  (exhibit-2)  is  clearly 

mentioned and a demand is  made to honour  the amount  of  the said 

cheque.

30.  The accused has admitted the receiving of the legal demand notice.

31.   Thus, in view of the aforesaid discussions and evidences, it is held that 

the  accused  received  the  demand  notice  issued  by  the  complainant 

regarding the dishonour of the cheque.

32.  DECISION: The demand notice was duly served upon the accused.
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Point For Determination No iv:- Whether the accused has failed to 

repay  the  cheque  amount  to  the  complainant  within  stipulated 

period and thereby     committed the offence under section 138 of the   

Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881?

33.       The offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 

1881 is complete on the satisfaction of certain conditions which are: that 

the cheque has to be issued on the account maintained by the accused and 

that the cheque has to be issued for the discharge of a debt or liability. It is  

further  provided that  the said  cheque has to  be deposited within  three 

months of its issuance or within its validity and that the notice regarding the 

dishonour of the cheque for insufficient funds ought to be given within 30 

days of the receipt of information regarding the dishonour. 

34. In the instant  case in hand, it  is  already held that  the cheque was 

issued by the accused in the account maintained by them and that the said 

cheque was issued for the discharge of a legally enforceable debt. It is also 

held that the said cheque was dishonoured due to insufficient fund, vide 

Exbt-3. The cheque in the instant case was dated 27.11.2015  and it was 

presented within its validity for encashment.  The cheque was dishonoured 

on  09.12.2015  as  is  revealed  from  the  cheque  return  memo;  and  the 

demand  notice  was  issued  by  the  complainant  on  26.12.2015  which  is 

within 30 days from the receipt of information of dishonour. On this point, 

defence side has no contrary plea that accused paid the cheque amount 

within 15 days from the receipt of demand notice and evidences given by 

complainant remained unrebutted. The accused although have admitted the 

receipt of the notice but could not show that the case is not filed within its  

limitation, as such it can be said that the case is filed within 30 days after  

the lapse of 15 days from the date of receipt of demand notice; hence the 

complaint is lodged within the period of limitation.

35.         In view of the above discussion it is held that all the ingredients of  

the offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 are 

satisfied in the instant case and further the complainant has satisfied all the 

requisites  for  the  institution  of  the complaint;  hence it  is  held  that  the 
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accused has committed the offence under section 138 of the Negotiable 

Instruments Act, 1881.

36.        DECISION:  The  accused  has  committed  the  offence  under 

section138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act,1881.

37.      In view of the aforesaid discussions and the decisions reached in the 

foregoing  points  for  determinations,  it  is  held  that  the  accused  have 

committed offence under section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 

1881 and as such all the accused are convicted under section 138 of the 

Negotiable Instruments Act,1881.

38.     I have heard the parties. I am not inclined to extend the benefit of 

the provisions of the Probation of Offenders Act, 1958, because the offence 

committed is in the nature of an economic offence and the backbone of the 

nation depends on a healthy economy. Moreover the real intention behind 

the enactment of the said offence is to provide quick remedy to the payee 

or the holder of the cheque, and also to install a sense of confidence and 

assurance to the business community. So if accused is given the benefit of 

probation it will go against the spirit of the legislation. 

39.   I have heard the parties on the point of compensation and sentence.

40.  Considering the nature of the offence and the other attending facts and 

circumstances of this case, the accused Sri Siddhartha Ghosh, proprietor of 

J.J.S.  Trading  is  convicted  of  the  offence  under  section  138  of  the 

Negotiable  Instruments  Act,1881.  The  accused  is  sentenced  to  undergo 

imprisonment  for  Six(6)  months  and  further  to  pay  compensation  of 

Rs.5,50,000/- (Rupees Five Lakhs and Fifty Thousand Only)U/S 357 Cr.P.C. 

to the complainant as the total cheque amount is Rs.4,50,000/- (Rupees 

Four Lakh and FiftyThousand only)  and about  three years have elapsed 

from the date of issuance of cheque. It is further directed that the accused 

shall undergo simple imprisonment for another two months in default of the 

payment of compensation.
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41.  Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the accused immediately.

42.       Judgment is pronounced in open Court. The case is disposed of on 

contest.

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the       7th 

day of August, 2017 at Kamrup(M).

                                            

 

Judicial Magistrate 1  st   Class, Kamrup(M).  
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P.W.1:Sri Rm Pratap Nayak

P.W.2: Sri Biswajit Chakraborty.

2. PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:-  

EXHIBIT 1: Deed Agreement

EXHIBIT 2: Returned cheque.

EXHIBIT 3: Return Memo.

EXHIBIT 4 and 5: Copy of legal demand notice. 

EXHIBIT 6 and 7: Postal Reciept.

EXHIBIT 8 and 9: A/D Cards.

3. DEFENCE WITNESSES:-  

D.W.1: Sri Siddhartha Ghosh

D.W.2: Sri Pradip Kumar Bhattacharyaa.
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Judicial Magistrate 1  st   class, Kamrup(M).   


